
MIDDLE FLOOR APARTMENT IN MÁLAGA ESTE
Málaga Este

REF# R4447699 – 1.150.000 €

4

Beds

4

Baths

210 m²

Built

11 m²

Terrace

Exclusive luxury home on the beachfront that combines style, comfort and an enviable location. With 211
meters built, this residence redefines elegance and good taste. Upon entering this property, you will be
greeted by a light and airy feeling that will instantly captivate you. The thoughtfully designed 4 bedrooms
and 4 bathrooms offer the perfect space to relax and unwind. Each of them has top quality finishes,
ensuring a luxurious experience in every corner of the house. Imagine waking up every morning and
enjoying the spectacular views of the sea from the comfort of your private terrace. This outdoor space will
become your personal oasis, an idyllic place to enjoy the warm rays of the sun and the sea breezes. Here
you can enjoy the tranquility of the surroundings and contemplate the changing colors of the Mediterranean.
In addition, this luxury home has practical additional spaces. A storage room, which gives you the
opportunity to keep your belongings organized, and 2 parking spaces that guarantee the comfort and safety
of your vehicle. As for the kitchen, you will be surprised by its beauty and functionality. With impeccable
design details and equipped with the best brands of appliances, you will be able to delight your guests with
exquisite meals while enjoying an elegant dining area. In every corner of this luxury home, top quality
materials have been used, guaranteeing excellence in finishes and durability. This exclusive property is
located in a privileged setting in Malaga, where you will have direct access to a golden sand beach and
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crystal clear waters. In addition, you will be just minutes from the best restaurants, shops and entertainment
venues in the area.
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